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Humatica advises HVD Partners on their
acquisition of Sampsistemi S.r.l.
Humatica, the leading private equity specialist advisor for portfolio company organisational
effectiveness, has advised HVD Partners on its acquisition of Sampsistemi S.r.l (SAMP).
Founded in 1936 as Societá Anonima Meccanica di Precisione, SAMP supplies precision
machines, spare parts and services to leading wire and cable manufacturers around the
globe from locations in Italy, China, Brazil and the United States. Consistent with its long
history of superior engineering and Italian craftsmanship, the company designs and
manufactures the most innovative and high-performance machines in the industry.
Humatica will assist HVD with the revitalization of the company’s international operations
and brand in the US, China and Brazil from its headquarters in Bentivoglio, Italy.
Valentina Pozzobon, Humatica Director, commented:
“We were pleased to support HVD Partners once again with this exciting acquisition and look
forward to supporting the Samsistemi management to master the next inflection point in the
company’s growth.”
Jouni Heinonen, HVD Managing Partner, added:
“Sampsistemi has an excellent reputation in the industry. We are pleased to partner with the
management and Humatica to write the next chapter of value growth in their 85 year legacy.”
The Humatica team was led by Valentina Pozzobon, Director.
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About Humatica
Humatica helps business leaders and private equity sponsors build organisations to deliver
alpha. Working with hundreds of portfolio companies for over fifteen years, Humatica has
codified the management practices and operating models that drive value creation. Our
unique suite of tool-supported services, benchmarks and advanced org analytics enables
accelerated implementation of the value growth plan with minimal risk.
Humatica has offices in London, Zurich and Singapore and is a member of the British
Venture Capital Association (BVCA).
To learn more, visit www.humatica.com

